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Student-profess-or altercation results in suspension
Laura Nesler
Associate Editor
A Wooster senior has been sus-
pended following a confrontation
with a professor attempting to
snap photographs of "rowdy"
College students, according to a
police report and interviews with
Shall we
students and administrators.
Cory Phillips '02 has returned
to his home in Browerston, OH,
after being found guilty by a spe-
cial internal hearing board
appointed by Dean of Students
Kurt Holmes.
The charges were brought by
History Department Chair
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Noel Hollinger '0$ and Min Aung '03 dance on tfie stage at McGaw
for the Dance-a-tho- n sponsored by Let's Dance and the
Communication Club on Friday night.
Madonna Hettinger, who was
involved in an altercation with
Phillips on Nov. 4.
According to a police report,
Hettinger and her husband,
George Vermander, "chased
down" a group of students on
Beall Ave. after 1 a.m. that
Sunday.
Authorities would not release
the full report, which is currently
pending a decision by the
Municipal Prosecutor's Office.
But the report's cover page,
which was released, indicates
Hettinger and Vermander tried to
photograph the students and then
were attacked by Phillips, who
allegedly threw a beer can that hit
Hettinger in the head.
Phillips denied this week that
he threw a can at the couple.
Academic officials
additional science
Alex Pries
Managing Editor
College officials said last
week they are looking into the
creation of an environmental sci-
ence major or program, as well
as other science-relate- d pro-
grams, sometime in the future in
response to student and faculty
interest. They stressed, however,
that any additional fields of
study must not drain the school's
current resources.
Student response and support
has been growing for an environ-
mentally minded program for
many years, according to Dean of
the Faculty Thomas Falkner.
Hettinger, who has not held class-
es since the incident, declined to
comment via the Dean of Faculty
Thomas Falkner.
"She is unable, due to some dif-
ficulties, to make herself avail-
able for comment," Falkner said.
The incident and suspension
marks the latest rise in tensions
between Wooster students and
campus neighbors, who have
complained of disorderly con-
duct by students near the cam-
pus limits.
Holmes said that while College
officials have not officially told
local residents to document
behavior through photographs or
video, he has received documen-
tation from neighbors through a
weekly report that includes pho-
tos of littered lawns and property
"I would like to point out the
obvious level of student interest in
these areas already, and that goes
back for some time. If you look at
the enrollment in courses, both
science and non-scien- ce relating
to the environment that we cur-
rently offer, those are strong." he
said. "If you look at Independent
Study, a striking number of stu-
dents have shown and continue to
show that this is an area that they
want to focus on."
Falkner also said through his
involvement with the Upperclass
Programs Committee, he frequent-
ly sees students wanting to devel-
op their own majors focusing on
environmental concerns.
damage allegedly caused by stu-
dents.
"I did say I can't believe (the
neighbors) didn't get photos" of
earlier incidents, Holmes said.
"That is different from saying,
'Go out and get photos.' Looking
back, if that's how it was inter-
preted, that's unfortunate ...
However, I think there is a huge
difference between taking photo-
graphs of someone on your prop-
erty and expose journalism."
Hettinger, a resident of Spink
Street, has publicly complained in
the past of students who hold
rowdy parties in and near residen-
tial neighborhoods.
According to Phillips and
several students with him dur-
ing the incident. Vermander
See "Scot 's Key, " page 2
consider
programs
"Every couple of years regular-
ly, we get a proposal for a student
designed major that is either envi-
ronmental sciencestudies or some
sort of spin-o- ff of that. I think the
students have shown in those
ways that they have an interest in
it." he said.
While students have created
self-design-
ed majors, some stu-
dents feel as though the creation
of a specific environmental sci-
ence major would help strength-
en the campus community.
Emily Schadler. chair of the
group Environmental Concerns
of Students, would favor the
development of the major and
See "College, " page 2
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Yoga master Sang-Keu- n Yim, hailing from tlxe Dahn Yoga Center in
Great Neck, NY. shtrwed off the keys to proper meditation to participants
in Luce Midti-Purpo-se Room on Saturday. Sunday morning. Master Yim
also guided worship at McCaw Chapel, encouraging people to embrace
their "ki" energy wliich helps relieve stress and discomfort
College considering
continued fmm page I
has been actively requesting
such a program.
"An environmental science
degree is the epitome of interdis-
ciplinary liberal arts students, and
that's what the College is all
about," she said
Schadler also said that she tried
to design her own major with a
particular emphasis on environ-
mental science but found it to be
ton difficult.
"Having this random option out
there to design your own major . . .
I think it's discouraging to stu-
dents who might be interested in
pursuing environmental science."
she said.
Additionally, the creation of a
specific program would, in
Schadler's eyes, allow for a
stronger feeling of community for
faculty and students on campus
concerned about the env ironment.
"Having a department, or even a
program, or something that was
an institutional basis for environ-
mental studies is really important
because having that community
... creates a sense of center of
environmental thought that is
t
imperative for getting students
involved." Schadler said.
One potential area of concern
that Schadler expressed was that
in her discussions with faculty
members it appears that there are
a number of interested individu-
als, but no professors willing to
spearhead development for vari-
ous reasons. "I've talked to lots
of professors who are interested
but no one who is willing to head
it up for various reasons includ-
ing time restraints and simply
teaching their other courses." she
said.
Falkner said the current atmos-
phere on campus is one that is
particularly interested in the pos-
sibilities of expanding science-relate- d
studies.
"There is a new venue for con-
versation, and that is this EPC
subcommittee called 'Enhancing
Science Education.' One of the
things that that committee will be
doing is looking into the advisa-
bility and the feasibility of devel-
oping a program in environmen-
tal science. They will be looking
at models of such programs and
carrying on discussion with their
Editor: Justin Fusco Assistant Editor: Lindsay Bye
Scot's Key cited in suspension
continued from page 1
jumped out of a car with a cam-
era and started chasing the
group up Beall Ave. attempting
to take their photos.
Phillips said his friends might
have been heard by residents
after they smashed a pumpkin on
the porch of the Alpha Gamm
house as a practical joke.
"We were wary of who this
man was," he said. "It was 1:30
in the morning."
Phillips said he used his elbow
to shove Vermander to "put some
distance between us." The brief
police narrative stated that
Philips "tried to hit" Vermander.
When the group was in front
of Lowry Center, a red car driv-
en by Hettinger pulled up.
Phillips and his friends Ed
Purcell '02 and Jordan Williams
'02 said that at that point
Vermander reached into the car
and grabbed a cell phone that he
then used to call the Wooster
Police Department and direct
environmental science program
colleagues and departments
across the College." he said. He
predicted the committee would
likely let the faculty know what
their conclusions are by the end of
the academic year.
Lori Bettison-Varg- a, associate
professor of geology and chair of
the EPC committee, said that the
creation of an environmental sci-
ence minor is likely to happen in
the immediate future.
"One of the reasons (that a
major hasn't been developed is
that there are not enough faculty
resources and unless it becomes a
priority for faculty and the
College, I don't think we would
do it justice," Bettison-Varg- a said.
Falkner highlighted that on
Nov. 5 the faculty unanimously
approved the creation of a new
interdisciplinary program.
"The faculty approved the cre-
ation of the first truly interdepart-
mental program in the sciences in
biochemistry and molecular biol-
ogy. It is a single program where
biology and chemistry will join
forces. It is a great day for the
College," Falkner said.
Other plans include the possible
officers to their location.
Police arrived when the group
was in front of Babcock Hall and
took statements from everyone
present. Williams said the officers
told the students they could file
harassment charges against
Hettinger and Vermander. But the
police report classified the inci-
dent as "disorderly conduct" and
named Hettinger and Vermander
as the victims.
Phillips said he was inter-
viewed Monday by two Campus
Security officers, and later met
with Director of Security Joe
Kirk and Holmes, who suspend-
ed Phillips pending the
Wednesday hearing.
According to a letter later sent
to Phillips, he was found guilty
on charges including possession
and consumption of alchohol;
having an open container of
alcohol; and violating sections
of the Scot's Key involving
respect for the rights of others
and assault, harassment and
development of a field of study in
neuroscience combining aspects of
biology, chemistry, and psychology.
"We have expertise on campus
in neuroscience. and it is a very
hot topic in institutions like ours.
Some of us hope that we would be
able to develop such a program
across numerous disciplines," said
Vice President of Academic
Affairs Barbara Hetrick.
Hetrick also commented on
the difficulty of academically
setting up a new major. She said,
"We need to proceed with partic-
ular caution in the addition of
new programs to the curriculum.
Given the importance in the sci-
ences that students follow a
given progression of courses,
many of my colleagues in the
sciences were saying that if stu-
dents are interested in the envi-
ronmental science, we prefer
they get a strong background in
biology, chemistry, or geology,
then go on to specialize in grad-
uate school."
Environmental science tradi-
tionally has an interdisciplinary
focus with students gaining expo-
sure to the natural sciences, poli
intimidation.
Phillips is now searching for a
job. He said he will have to
return for an entire year to com-
plete his year-lon- g language dis-
tribution requirement, as he was
given no credit for this semes-
ter's courses.
"I wasn't drunk; I admitted that
1 was loud: I had an open contain-
er ... I wasn't going to lie about
anything." Phillips said. "But this
was a frightening situation for us
... It didn't have to happen the
way it did. We felt like we were
booby-trappe- d. She could hae
called the cops and it would have
been handled a lot better."
Holmes said he does aduse
neighbors to call police and hae
them ticket students for viola-
tions. He said he meets weekh
with neigborhood groups to
address their concerns.
"The average neighbor is not
complaining about students' pres-
ence." Holmes said. "It's more an
issue of specific actions."
tics, philosophy, and economics.
Hetrick said that because students
at the College only take 32 cours-
es, three of which constitute inde-
pendent study, it would be diffi-
cult for an environmental science
major to cover all the varying
fields of study.
She also said the addition of
new environmental science cours-
es in any particular field would
mean another course would have
to be removed.
"We need to think, just to intro-
duce a course called
Environmental Biology means
that a biologist wouldn't be taking
a course that he or she would oth-
erwise be taking. That's not to
say that it shouldn't be done, but
it's something that we really need
to think about," Hetrick said.
"I would love to see us develop
an environmental biology or envi-
ronmental sciences program. I'd
love for it to be possible for stu-
dents to choose such a major. But
certainty, we wouldn't want to
have a program that our faculty
believes in any way compromised
the integrity of the sciences,"
Hetrick said.
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Participants of the SEAC conference this past weekend work on a
gourp meditation to start the day's events.
Action group meets
Ann Raymond -
Editor-in-Chi- ef
Wooster hosted the Student
Environmental Action
Coalition regional conference
this weekend. The conference
last took place at Wooster three
years ago. One of the goals of
the conference was to form net-
works within the region.--i
"The main goal of the con-
ference was to create a
regional network. ;We had
people from Kentucky and all
over Ohio Hillary Jones '02
said. "Basically, when differ-
ent groups are working on dif-
ferent campaigns they can
share resources." ' : : v
.
About 60 people from 10
different schools in the region
attended the conference, which
allowed the groups to share
concerns and " ideas about
issues relevant to the region.
; "It was a really great opportu-
nity for people in the area to get
together and discuss issues of the
region," Emily Schadler '03 said.
One highlight' of the confer-
ence was Perry Redd's keynote
address. Redd is a social justice
activist who focuses on work-- -
ers rights: " ; ; -- !
"Perry Redd was phenome-- ;
rial. The thing that was most
positive about him was that he
was talking about how activists
of , all types " need to draw
together," Schadler said. ;
Organizers said the weekend
was a success due to many
groups "on. campus coming
together to support the confer-
ence activities. -
? "We had incredible support
from a bunch of different
groups on campus. The confer-
ence would not have happened
without the help from these
departments. It was wonderful
' to have that networking going
' on, even on our campus,"
Schadler said vr - '
Resident assistant applications
extended to rising first-year-s
Andrew Waldman
Staff Writer
After experiencing a shortage
of resident assistants over the past
several semesters, officials have
decided to train and employ rising
freshmen in that position, accord-
ing to Dave Brown, director of
housing and residential life.
In past years, the College has only
allowed rising juniors and sopho-
mores to apply for positions as RAs.
Brown said the decision to
expand the process was based on a
variety of factors. He said the staff
wanted in particular to increase the
pool of candidates.
"By adding sophomores to the
pool, we increase the number of
applicants, and as a result the
process becomes more competi-
tive and we will have better
RAs," he said.
The shortage of males in last
Holocaust
Lindsay Bye
Assistant News Editor
"From day to day, you'd be
dead, be alive, you'd survive,
you didn't know." said Emila
Jagla Davenport, a Polish Roman
Catholic Holocaust survivor on
Monday night. She was invited
to speak on campus by Hillel in
commemoration of Kristallnacht,
the beginning of the Holocaust
on Nov. 9, 1939.
Davenport was a young girl liv-
ing in Poland with her family
when World War II began.
"I want to leave behind me
year's group of applicants also
prompted the policy shift. In
addition, the Office's overall staff
has had experience with sopho-
more RA's on other campuses.
"I've found that sophomores
can be good RAs," said Brown.
Senior I.S. stress is also a factor
in the decision. Housing and
Residential Life intends to relieve
part of that stress by adding
younger students with fewer aca-
demic obligations to the staff.
Payment plans for RAs will
increase by up to 30 percent. The
"First Year Compensation" plan
that juniors receive now will be
given to sophomores.
Those sophomores who return
two more times to be RAs will
receive the "Returning RA" pack-
age twice. The package is cur-
rently offered only to returning
senior RA's.
Brown noted that being a soph
1
survivor shares pain
those memories, but I can't I
can't forget," she said. "I wish I
could' ve done something, but no
one could do anything no one."
Davenport relayed memories
near the beginning of the war.
"I remember, after two
Germans were killed, there were
10 innocent men. they hung them
on the bridge over the railroad
tracks for a week. 10 Poles for
two dead Germans," she said.
She lived with her siblings and
her mother, as well as the child of
a former nanny who had been
taken to a concentration camp.
While Davenport and her fami- -
In the features section of the Nov. J edition of the Voice, in the arti-
cle titled "Getting to know too much about small houses," the name
of Jonah Mytro '02 was misspelled. A writer erred.
As journalism is a human process, there is a constant potential
for mistakes. Errors can be made at any step of the way: in
newsgathering, editing or printing. The Voice staff strives to
avoid such mistakes, but when an error does occur, it is our poli-
cy to admit it and promptly correct it. This space xists for that
purpose. Call the Voice office at 330.287.3000, ext. 2598, or
email at voicewooster.edu.' ;
omore RA does not guarantee
placement in coming years.
"A common misbelief that stu-
dents have is that once you have
the job. you're in for life," said
Brown. "In truth, all RAs will be.
invited back only on the basis of
their positive reviews."
Rising sophomores have shown
a good amount of interest, and
informational meetings, held this
week and last week and have been
well attended.
The current RA staff has
responded positively to the idea
of sophomores coming to the job.
"It's a really good thing to train
younger RA's because they are
more eager to get on the job and
do it." said RA Hussain
Bandukwala '03. "This will
increase the competition for the
job, and bring in more quality.
This is definitely a step in the right
direction."
ly were made to wear "P's" on all
of their clothing, her father was
taken to a German prison camp.
Describing her father's return.
Davenport remembered. "My dad
came home, we didn't recognize
him. he was so dirty so dirty.
My mother had to bum his clothes
they must have been on him
for three months."
In May of 1944. Davenport
went to a Nazi work camp in
Germany. She was freed by
Americans in 1945. Afraid of
Russians occupying Poland, she
signed papers stating that she
wanted to move to America.
Two years later, at the age of
19. Davenport came to
Connecticut, and then to Indiana.
She married and moved to
Wooster. where she now has. four
children, seven grandchildren and
two great-grandchildre- n.
When asked how her faith was
affected by her experiences.
Davenport responded. "It made
me stronger. That's what kept
me alive. 1 did pray - that's what
gave me strength. When you're
hungry, prayer is what keeps
vou alive."
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Kind words for Kitt
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Leader angered by rape policy
To die editors.
Last spring I was elected to serve
the student body as --die president of
die Student Government Association.
When I won die election, I was filled
with hope that I would be able to
truly make a difference for students
on this campus, that somehow
things could be improved. It's
almost the end of my first semester
in office and now I realize that one
person can't make a difference.
I'm frustrated because a particular
issue that I've had an interest in since
my first year was handed a major
setback this week. What was the
issue you ask? The issue is
Wooster's policy towards rape and
sexual assault on campus.
Yeah, I know you've heard it all
before, mostly in these
"Viewpoint" editorials. Year after
year, issue after issue, the Voice
comes out with people bitching
about Wooster and its rape policy.
Hello, there's a reason why these
issues come back up year after year,
because real change isn't made.
Every year, one or two or 10 people
make it a big deal, and maybe some-
one will come in and speak or the
WRC will do Take Back the Night"
and for a couple of days the campus
is made aware. But then a rape occurs
on campus, and everything is hush-hus- h.
We can't know the attacker, we
can't know the victim, rumors fly
around, J-Bo- ard is called in, their
decision is handed down and that's it.
We sweep it under the rug. We sweep
everything away, because, hey,
Wooster is the safest place in the
world to send your little high
schooler. We are so PC at this school
that we could never talk about who
is attacking whom. And yes, some
of it has to do with legality. But if
someone's found guilty, shouldn't
the campus be made aware that we
have a potential rapist among us?
That's the way it works in the "real
world" - neighborhoods are alerted
of the offender's presence and of the
details of his crime.
Who are we trying to protect at
Wooster? I think if you asked an
administrator they would say that
every student deserves protection. I
wouldn't argue with that claim, but
when a student breaks such a funda-
mental rule of this college, of
humanity even, then shouldn't they
be held accountable? What are we
teaching a sexual predator by sweep-
ing his or her actions under the rug
and giving them a slap on the wrist?
When did Wooster become the cen-
ter of ultra-politic- al correctness?
I have been at Wooster for nearly
four years now. I came to Wooster to
learn to be a leader; I became Student
Government President to make real
change at this school that I love. But
I am tired I'm tired of working for
things that just aren't going to hap-
pen. I'm tired of people making more
of a fuss about parking than rape. If
there had been a sit-i- n in the parking
lot of Hokfen, I bet a couple of hun-
dred people would have shown up.
But, when we talk about things that
make people uncomfortable and
throw up their PC-wal- ls, nothing is
accomplished and you're lucky to get
a 100 people at something like "Take
Back the Night" And I don't mean to
sound like I'm on some high moral
horse here, but people are more
important than cars. And people are
more important than political correct-
ness. And people are more important
than my comfort or your comfort --
I stand here now as one person,
asking this campus community to
work for change. People who are
fired up about parking, become fired
up about stopping rape. If you're con-
stantly coniplaining about food, or
money, or scheduling, or your room,
start constantly complaining about
the problems with our rape policy on
campus. Educate yourself, inform
yourself and then go do great tilings.
Do something for the greater good,
something beyond yourself and your
group of friends. Shake things up and
make a difference. Or you could sit
idly by and let things stay the way
To the editors,
I'd like to take some' time
away from war and campus park-
ing to talk about something that
isn't mentioned enough: The
staff at Kittredge.
I've always enjoyed the great
atmosphere at Kittredge the large
windows, quiet diners and wooden
tables and chairs and this atmos-
phere is accentuated by a staff that
doesn't just work at a dining hall.
These people pour their hearts and
souls into their jobs, and I think it
makes eating at Kitt so much more
enjoyable than other campus options.
I just think it's great that when I
walk into the dining room, I'm wel-
comed by someone who cares
enough about me as a person to
greet me by name. It's neat to walk
through the line and see the decora-
tions: the great food display which
looks so good that I'd rather eat that
than whatever concoction I'll make,
the cool figures (usually made with
food) above the plates that have
funny captions, etc. What I think is
the best, though, is that the people
are genuinely smiling at me, they
are truly enjoying what they do.
5.
Hey, where else can guys get their
cheeks pinched every Friday? I've
also been asked how my day was
going, and it wasn't just to make
conversation; the staff member was
truly interested.
I'm not saying that the food
service here at Wooster is perfect I
read Emily Silberstein's letter in
the Voice last week, and there have
been many meals that... well, to
put it nicely, were not appetizing to
me (I'm sorry, but beef and bean
burritos just don't cut it). I also
don't mean to slight those people
who work at Lowry. I just feel that
' Kitt has a staff that does a great
job, and they certainly deserve to
be thanked! Not everyone can
make eating fish or chicken night
after night after night a delight but
they pull it off well.
I must admit I don't know the
names of most of the people who
work in Kitt (and I feel especially
horrible because they call me by
name). However, they can be sure
that their joy, hard work and attention
to detail is greatly appreciated!
Geoff AUerton '04
Does it encourage kids to wor-
ship Satan? Is it anti-femini- st
crap devoid of female role-model- s?
Is it a capitalistic machine
designed to suck the imagina-
tions and money from the world's
children? Is the movie better than
the book? Or is it all just childish
flu. 17 No matter what your opinion, it's been nearly
impossible over the last two years to avoid the hype
surrounding the Harry Potter series. The movie's
rel ease this Friday is sure to spawn plenty of talk. Send
us your letters and rants about Harry Potter (no more
than 503 words, please!) and we'll publish as many of
them as possible in cur next issue. Letters are due by
Monday, Nov. 26. The Voice reserves the right to edit
all -- submissions for grammar and length.
they are. If that's your solution, then I
wish you at least one of these letters
in the Voice every week for the rest of
your college career until you step out-
side your comfort zone and into the
leadership position I know every per-
son on this campus is capable of pos-
sessing.
If I was asked tomorrow to resign
as SGA President in order to make a
difference in Wooster's rape policy,' I
would. Because 10 years from now
no one is going to remember that I
was SGA President But if there was
a solid policy on sexual assault and
how it is handled on campus 10 years
from now, then that's the only kind of
legacy that I would ever need.
JenTelischak'02
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IPO gets essential support
Since the spring, studenfs, faculty and staff alike have
gritted their teeth and moaned about problems with the
International Programs Office, headed by two rotating
directors and an overworked student staff. Lost paper-
work, bad information and missed deadlines were com-
mon, and tempers rose.
Now it appears that Galpin has finally taken steps to
solve the crisis. A full-tim- e International Programs Director
will tike over in early January, with responsibility for the
entire gamut of off-campus-st- udy programs, from
Scotland to South Africa, Micronesia to Maine. The
two current co-direct- ors Rose Falkner and Carol ee
Taipale deserve credit for keeping the office togeth-
er during a time of transition. But Band-Ai- d measures
aren't enough for the countless Wooster students who
travel and study outside the United States each year.
hitcmatioti.il education is a key part of a Wooster education."
It's j hca!y s; :n that Galpin has firuJ'y gotten the guts to reas-
sure as of 'Jut f.tit, but it's unfortunate we hud to wait this long.'
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Thank, vou to the faculty members who were so willing
to sh.ipe t! eir course content to address the concerns and
interest. 1 f .'00 -- r's students, and ' s to the admin-- i
.:r..:;-- n f r c-vourac- rng such r: . s. This is trie type
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Safety is no longer a priority
To the editors.
According to my parents, col-
lege is supposed to be the best
four years of my life. Apparently
these words of wisdom do not
apply to The College of Wooster;
here they have different ideas as
to how you spend those four
years (though first you must be
given the opportunity to finish
them). Somewhere the emphasis
on a good educa-
tion has been bhbbbbbbBSBi
lost and replaced
by a constant
battle between
students and fac-
ultyadministration.
We have
already seen
who will win
that battle, even
though we pay
$28,000 a year
for faculty and administrators
who have a job description that
entails shaping our future, not
removing it.
After reminiscing with various
alumni this weekend, I realized
that Wooster has changed drasti-
cally from my freshman year.
One major change involves the
new alcohol policy, which
states that the school is not ask-
ing students to abstain from
drinking alcohol, but to drink
alcoholic beverages responsi-
bly. However, the school forgot
to explain to Security what
drinking responsibly entails, as
attending a party sober and
standing near an empty beer
can is considered irresponsible.
As most of you have noticed.
Security has been working with
inconsistent zeal lately when it
comes to alcohol violations. For
example. Security has walked
into the room of a house and pro-
ceeded to distribute alcohol tick-
ets to two of the four individuals
who were quietly consuming
alcohol within the confinements
of the room. A few weeks later
while this same house was throw-
ing an obvious party. Security
walked past and merely asked
house members to shut the door
when they returned to the house.
Incredibly, in September of
this year, various students threw
a beach party in one of the
dorms. Security confiscated cam-
eras left at the scene to develop
pictures as evidence and distrib-
ute alcohol tickets accordingly.
Apparently pictures from previ-
ous events were used as well,
and students involved in those
photos received punishment.
Seemingly new to this year stu-
dents visiting Wooster from dif--
...the school forgot to explain
to Security what drinking
responsibly entails, as attend-
ing a party sober and stand-
ing near an empty beer can is
considered irresponsible.
ferent schools who are underage
(or unable to provide the proper
identification) and found near
alcohol are allowed the pleasure
of dealing with the Wooster
police.
A second change concerns the
subject of student safety. My
freshman year, a male from the
surrounding community found
his way into a dorm and made
random appearances in girls
rooms. He never assaulted any of
the students, but the following
morning a campus alert was post-
ed around campus to warn stu-
dents against allowing unknown
persons access to the dorms. A
few weeks agO BBSBBBBBaaaaaaaBBBB
two girls
reported that a
male stripper
had attempted
to assault them.
Campus alerts
went up five
days later on a
appearances are involved.
The College expects students to
act as responsible adults, yet with-
in the school the administrators are
filled with inconsistencies and
contradictions as to how it defines
"being responsible." Students have
been reduced to playing guessing
games with the continually chang-
ing policies which are left open for
interpretation, depending on who
chooses to enforce them. This
results in the unfair punishment of
students at the whim of an irre-
sponsible administration. If the
College does not have the insight
or ability to work with us instead
of against us, then Wooster needs
to be removed from Lauren Pope's
book, "Colleges That Change
Lives," because what is said in
there no longer holds true. Check
the Web site for quotes from the
book and see if you agree that this
is what present-da- y Wooster is
really about
(www.wooster.eduadmissionspo
pepope.html).
I realize that as a school of
1 ,700 students there is not much
to do in the way of entertain-
ment, but somehow a year ago
our small size didn't make
much of a difference. Believe it
or not, people work hard
throughout the week and actual-
ly look forward to the week-
ends. To those who are tired of
rowdy college students on the
weekends, make an attempt to
be logical and respectful in
how you react towards us.
Don't step in the way of our
future or mettle with our
experiences so you can try
and make examples out of us.
Wednesday, due to the fact that
prospective students were visit-
ing during the weekend. Is the
school so interested in money
now that they will refrain from
informing students of possible
risks in order to appear safe? The
school apparently has a distorted
set of priorities to be so tenacious
about alcohol violations, but to
back away when both safety and
And to those of you attempt-
ing to enforce the rules, do it
consistently and fairly. Don't
step in the way of our future
or mettle with our experiences
so you can try and make
examples out of us. These are
supposed to be the best years
of our lives.
Alison Herndon '03
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Communication majors honored at conference
LeiiaAtassi
Editor-in-Chi- ef
It is getting to the point in the
semester when having not written
any I.S. is starting to worry a lot of
students. This is especially true of
juniors, many of whom are won-
dering right now, "What the hell is
the point of Junior I.S. anyway?"
Juniors with these concerns can
put down that coffee for a second
and relax, because here's a little,
story about two seniors w ho made
their Junior I.S. experience pay off
in national recogntion.
Communication studies majors
Jeff Pacini '02 and Chad Spurgeon
'02 returned from Atlanta, Georgia
on Nov. 4, with their advisor and
chair of the Communication
Department Denise Bostdorff, after
spending the weekend presenting
their junior I.S. papers to a crowd of
some of the greatest academic
thinkers in their field.
The weekend marked the annual
National Communication
Association Conference, which
serves as an opportunity for profes-
sors and other academics to share
the findings of their most recent
studies. The conference also serves
as a forum for the student winners
Musicans
Mary Niesaber
Staff Writer
Three Wooster student musi-
cians have been awarded orchestra
scholarships by the Orchestra's
Women's Committee. Selected by
of the national competition spon-
sored by Lambda Pi Eta, the nation-
al honor society for undergraduate
communication studies.
The competition highlights
some of the nation's best scholar-
ly endeavors within the major.
This year, four students from the
College submitted papers to be
considered for the competition.
One paper is selected out of the
bunch
. to receive the national
award, the Stephen A. Smith Award
for the top undergraduate individ-
ual paper for Communications
studies. This year's national recip-
ient was Pacini, while Spurg con's
paper was selected for presentation
and as an exemplary undergradu-
ate work. Pacini's award-winni- ng
study examined Nike's self
defense rhetoric on its Website in
response to accusations of the uti-
lization of child labor, sweatshops
and poor working conditions.
"Nike remains one of the most
popular name brands on the mar-
ket," Pacini said. 'I wanted to
examine how the company
attempted to deflect the criticism."
Pacini used a rhetorical criticism
called apologia, a technique for the
explication of self-defen- se rhetoric.
"I became interested in the topic
win accolades from
Wooster Symphony Orchestra
director Jeffrey Lindberg, the win-
ners are violinist Robyn Kocher
'02, trumpet player Jennifer Puster
'03 and cellist Craig Steiner '04.
The three recipients hold impres-
sive positions within the orchestra.
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Jeff Pacini '02 and Chad Spurgeon
because my high school soccer
team was sponsored by Nike and I
had seen a special on TV about the
problem, Pacini said. "I thought
it was interesting that Nike was
the most criticized company but is
also the most successful."
Judge Judy was the initial inspira-
tion for Chad Spurgeon's study, enti-
tled "The Use of Narrative
Strategies to Influence Source
Credibility in the Small Claims
"This year's recipients are par-
ticularly strong," said lindberg.
"Jennifer has been in the Wooster
Symphony for five seasons and
has been co-princi- pal trumpet for
two; Robyn has been in the
orchestra for three seasons and
has been concertm aster of the
Wooster Symphony Chamber
Orchestra for two; and Craig has
been principal cellist in the
Wooster Symphony Orchestra
since last season." '
In addition to their involvement
with the orchestra, the three stu-
dents perform in other ensembles
on campus. Steiner is involved in
chamber music groups and a band.
Kocher cited her involvement in
Trio Vache, a string trio with Tony
Springer 02 and Jeff Moffitt '03.
Puster, the only music major of the
three, plays with the Scot
Marching and Symphonic Bands,
the Wooster Brass Ensemble and
Photo by Lahrtn Koucky
'02 mug for the camera.
Court."
Spurgeon visited three small
claims court sessions in Wayne
County and examined the effec-
tiveness of the particular strategies
that the participants would use to
tell their individual stories.
Spurgeon entered the observation-
al scene with "a clean slate," he
said, instantly recognizing several
themes in the narrative techniques.
Spurgeon witnessed sessions
women's committee
the Mercury Brass Quintet She
also just completed her first sea-
son as one of the three drum
majors for the marching band.
The orchestra's schedule looks
promising this fall, and the three
are looking forward to the upcom-
ing events.
"I am really looking forward to
playing a piece by Wooster profes-
sor Jack Gallagher this year," Puster
said. Steiner and Kocher are both
excited about pieces for the Wooster
Chamber Orchestra, including
Kocher's solo with the ensemble on
January 17 when she performs
Dvorak's "Romance for Violin."
The three musicians were
grateful to be acknowledged by
the Women's Committee for their
involvement with the ensemble.
"I'd like to thank the Women's
Committee for encouraging
music at the college, and for the
opportunity they've provided for
regarding a car accident, a landlord
versus tenant suit and a dispute
over satellite dish replacement.
"I thought it was pretty interest-
ing because it is something no one
has ever done. It was amazing to
see the system at work, even on a
small scale," Spurgeon said.
"When you write a junior I.S.,
you have no idea what types of
papers other people are writing,"
Spurgeon said. "The highlight of
the conference was seeing other
young people and sharing how we
went about our research."
While both Pacini and Spurgeon
are undecided as to their post-graduati-on
plans, they are currently in
the throes of their senior I.S. proj-
ects. Pacini is expanding on his
junior project, now examining the
opposing argument, that of the
social movement against Nike and
its use of the Internet to gain sup-
port Spurgeon, quite appropri-
ately, is analyzing the crisis rhet-
oric of President George W. Bush
in relation to the crisis attacks,
more specifically looking at his
use of metaphors in symbolic
speech, and determining how he
constructs a national point of view
for our reaction to the terrorist
attacks.
us to further our educational
opportunities outside of academ-
ics," Steiner said. .The students
were also thankful for Lindberg's
selection. Puster added, "I would
like to thank ... Jeffrey Lindberg
for putting up with me in his
ensemble for the fifth year now."
The only senior of the three,
Kocher also wanted to thank the
members of the orchestra for
being a part of her experience at
Wooster, "Playing with the WSO
has made my career at the College
especially meaningful, and the
wonderful people that I've met
through WSO have made every
rehearsal truly pleasant," she said.
The scholarship is provided by
the Women's Committee, who
fund the scholarship from the pro-
ceeds of the annual holiday con-
cert. This year's concert will be
held Dec. 7 at 8:15 p.m. in
McGaw Chapel.
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Danny George
Staff Writer
On a crisp autumn night in
1948, jazz composer and musician
Dave Brubeck and his eight-piec- e '
band gathered in a downtown
Chicago studio. Recording on a
small tape recorder, the group
played furiously for hours, laying
down eight tracks before turning
in for the night
Brubeck, then an obscure name f
on the jazz circuit, took the tape
home with him along
.
with the
transcriptions of the group's torrid
jam session. The stuff was hot, the
real deal Brubeck knew it.
In late 1949 Brubeck traveled to
Australia. During the trip, the
transcriptions mysteriously van-
ished, leaving the grainy taped
recording as the only remnant of
the group's 1948 jam session.
Brubeck shook off the misfor-
tune, and went on to become
known as an esteemed icon in the
jazz world, producing "Time
Out," the second best-selli- ng jazz
LP in history.
However, a year ago the Jazz
Institute of Chicago approached
Brubeck requesting that he play
something original for the 2001
Chicago Jazz festival held last
August Brubeck and his band
members decided to conjure up
the music from the infamous '48
- jam session.
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Wooster 's own musical genius, Jeffrey Lindberg.
There was one problem the
group's transcriptions had been
lost on a foreign continent for
over five decades.
Armed with only the 52-ye- ar
old tape of the session, Brubeck
implored the Jazz Institute to find
someone talented enough to tran-
scribe the recording into sheet
music.
The Institute unflinchingly rec-
ommended one man Wooster's
Associate Professor of Music Jeff
Lindberg. Lindberg, who directs
the Wooster orchestra and jazz
ensemble and serves as the con-
ductor for the Chicago Jazz
&
TODAY!!
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Orchestra, received the tape in the
mail last summer and set to work
on the meticulous transcription
process note by note, bar by
bar.
Finding time wasn't easy. In
addition to his summer music pro-
gram at the University of Illinois,
Lindberg was guest conducting at
Bands to
Dan Shortridge
- Senior Writer
Light shining from glowsticks
and music from 1 1 campus bands
will fill the Underground tomor-
row night as Wooster's "Battle of
the Bands" competition kicks off.
The event, sponsored by the
service organization Circle K, is
designed to raise funds for the
children of victims of the Sept. 1 1
terrorist attacks.
"When I heard what they had to
go through, that's a really tough
thing, especially for the children
who lost both parents," said
Megan Potts '04, the group's vice
president and the event's main
organizer.
Money will come in from a $1
entry fee, the sale of glowsticks,
pop and donations at the door.
Potts said the funds will cover
Circle K's expenses and then be
sent directly to the relief effort.
She said the Underground waived
its fee for hall rental.
"Everything taken at the door is
a camp in New York state.
"Each arrangement took about a
week," Lindberg said. "I would
basically sit in my dorm room lis-
tening to the arrangements on a
portable tape recorder, frantically
scribbling notes between
' rehearsals."
Making the task even more
daunting was the atrocious sound
quality of
Brubeck's
tape, which
was nearly
as old as
Lindberg
himself.
"... gained a lot of
respect for him and the
revolutionary techniques
he used."
"The tran- -
scriptions
were very difficult because the
recording was extremely poor and
primitive," he said.
By the end of the summer,
Lindberg had successfully tran-
scribed the eight arrangements,
and mailed them back to Brubeck
in time for rehearsal. Brubeck's
group eventually played six of the
eight arrangements at the Chicago
Jazz festival, an internationally
attended celebration that lasts
help kids of victims
going to be donated," said Sarah
Core '05, the group's publicity
chair. The first band will take the
stage at 9 p.m. and the music will
play until 1 a.m. Core said a two-sta- ge
setup will allow the bands to
switch back and forth with a min-
imal amount of downtime.
Brian Sites '03, the drummer
for the Christian contemporary
group Drenched, said the band
hopes to debut the first song they
ever wrote, adjusted to a new style
"we haven't really ever played
before."
"We're basically looking to
have a good time," Sites said.
"We're not going into this to win
we're going to have fun. If the
audience is into it, then we did
what we came for."
The other groups performing
include Buck Wild, Gnome
Disclosure, Jagged Cantylope, Lone
Rangers, Merry Sister Moe, Motel
Blonde, Parallax, Southside Sailors
& the Overdue Book, Tushie
Studies and the Wil Burton Band.
The bands will be judged by a
nearly four days. Throughout the
process, Lindberg, who grew up
listening to his father's recordings
of Benny Goodman, Len Miller
and Duke Ellington, developed a
newfound respect for Brubeck's
work.
"I was never a big Brubeck fan.
He was associated with the west-coa- st
jazz and the roots of what I
was into
were out
of the
mid-we- st
and the
east," he
said.
'
"But in
t r a n -
scribing for him I gained a lot of
respect for him and the revolu-
tionary, inventive techniques he
used."
For most people, arranging
pieces for a jazz legend would be a
career-definin- g achievement, but
Lindberg perceives it differently.
"It's a pretty big thing, but I
value other opportunities such
as what I do at Wooster just as
muclu if not more," he said.
special five-memb- er faculty panel
Alphine Jefferson of the Black
Studies department; Jeff Roche of
history; Jack Julian of economics;
Randall Doane of sociology and
anthropology; and Jonathan
Edwards of the Admissions office.
Potts said each judge will have a
detailed list of criteria to rank the
bands, and the sheets will be
given to the bands for immediate
feedback.
The winning band will earn $60
and open at a spring concert spon-
sored by the Student Activities
Board, probably Springfest, said
Potts. The second-plac- e band
will take home $30. In the case of
a tie the prize money will be split
$45-$4- 5.
"It's kind of like instant gratifi-
cation and delayed gratification,"
she said.
Planning for the event has been
going on since the spring, when
Potts launched the idea.
"We've been building up to this
for quite a while," Core said. "So
we're hoping it'll be a success."
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Answer the Caedmon's Call this Saturday night
Long-awaite- d concert to be performed.by eclectic Christian group in McGaw Chapel
Elizabeth Yvko
Staff Wrjtek
With a combination of the
southern rock of Lynyrd Skynryd
and the eclectic sound of the Dave
Matthews Band, the Christian
group Caedmon's Call will per-
form a much-await- ed campus
concert this Saturday.
The band's recently released
fourth album "In the Company of
Angels: A Call to Worship,"
debuted at the No. 1 spot on the
SoundScan Top Internet sales
chart, outselling even U2, P.O.D.,
Live and Bob Dylan.
The album's current multi-form- at
radio single, "Who You
Are," written by 18-year-- old
band member Josh Moore, con-
tinues to climb the adult contem-
porary charts.
Caedmon's Call first came
together over a decade ago when
Cliff Young (guitar, vocals) and
his now-wif- e Danielle Glen
Becinninc Friday
Cinemark
Movies 10
The One (PG-1- 3) (12:15,
Heist (R) (11:30.
Harry Potter and the
Sorcerer's Stone (PG) (11:
7:00, 9:
Monsters Inc. (G) (12:00,
7:15,7:
K-P- ax (PG-1- 3) (11:05.
Thirteen Ghosts (R) (12:35.
Domestic
Disturbance (PG-1- 3) (12:10,
Shallow Hal (PG-1- 3) (11:35,
Young (vocals) sang together at
church. They were later joined by
guitarist Derek Webb.
The seven-memb- er Texas
ensemble is rounded out by '
Jeff Miller (bass), Garett
Buell (percussion), Todd
Bragg (drums) and Moore.
Moore adds a certain youthful
element to the performances,
playing everything from trashcans
to banjos.
The band's unusual name origi-
nates from the legend of a sevent-
h-century monk named
Caedmon who dreamed that he
heard a voice instructing him to
sing of God's creation.
At first he was frightened and
refused, but the voice persisted,
and he awoke remembering a
song from his dream. Also
according to legend, he
became crucial in the process
of translating the Bible from
written Latin to spoken English.
"We thought it was just an inter- -
at
2:30)5:15,7:25, 10:05
2:00)4:35,7:10.10:00
00. 12:20, 2:20) 3:40. 5:40.
00. 10:20 Fri. and Sat. only
12:30, 2:25, 2:55) 4:50, 5:20,
:45, 9:40, 10:10
1:40)4:20,7:05,9:50
2:50) 5:25, 7:40, 9:55
2:35) 5:00, 7:20, 9:45
2:10)4:45,7:30, 10fl5
( ) Saturday and Sunday Only
Pass Restricted
All shows before 5 p.m. only $3.75
General Admission $5.75 for adults,
Friday and Saturday after 5 pjn. $6
First Matinee show Mon-F- ri $3
For complete listings, call (330) 345-87- 55
Caedmon's Call is finally coming
Fellowship ofChristian Athletes are
esting story and a cool name for a
band," said Bragg.
Since their 1997 debut, the
group has accumulated many hon-
ors, including a Billboard Music
Video Award nomination, six No.
1 radio singles, and an "Album
of the Year" Dove Award, the
Christian music equivalent to the
Grammys.
Their previous three albums
have sold more than 750,000
copies. The band's many hit
singles include "Lead of Love,"
"Hope to Cany On," "Coming
Home" and "This World."
After hearing a concert at a
local college campus four years
ago, Wooster Christian
Fellowship leader Michael
Ludwig. '02, thought that
Caedmon's Call would be an
excellent band to bring to the
College, "because they appeal to a
wide range of musical tastes."
After talking to a number of
people who also enjoyed the
band's music, Ludwig and others
decided to make an effort to
actually bring Caedmon's Call
to Wooster. They spent a year
talking among each other and
with the band about the possi-
bility of having a campus concert
The next year, a date was final
f
i
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to Wooster on Nov. 17. The Wooster Christian Fellowship and the
sponsoring the concert.
ly set, and later moved to the
spring of that year. Unfortunately,
last spring, the lead singer devel-
oped an inner ear problem a week
before the concert, and the show
had to be cancelled. The perform-
ance was finally rescheduled for
this fall.
"The process was a lot harder
than expected and was
stretched out over such a long
period of time three and a
half years but we stuck with it
and now they're coming,"
Ludwig said.
Caedmon's Call had a unique
friendship with the late Rich
Mullins, writer and performer
of numerous well-know- n
Christian songs such as
"Awesome God."
According to Young, "Rich .
used to talk about how people
would come up to him after con-
certs and say, "Wow! The Holy
Spirit really moved at that certain
point in the song.' And Rich
would respond by saying, 'No
actually, that's where the kick
drum and the bass came in.' It's
easy to mistake energy and
emotion for worship. So it taught
us that worship can be just as
powerful when we're by ourselves
in our room, in prayer, as it can be
with 3,000 people getting chill
'bumps," Young said.
Caedmon's Call has been
fortunate enough to be select-
ed as one of only a few artists
to be offered some of Mullins'
previously unrecorded music
including "Oh Lord Your
Love," which appears on their
latest album.
The highly anticipated con-
cert should please music fans
of all varieties. While being
labeled as Christian music
occasionally turns people off
to some bands, keep in mind
that it really does not have a
bearing on the type of music
the band plays just the con-
tent of the lyrics. According to
Ludwig, "Caedmon's Call is going
to rock the house!"
The concert will take place on
Saturday at 9 p.m. in McGaw
Chapel. Tickets are $5 for
students and $10 for non-studen- ts
and available at the
information desk of Lowry
Center, as well as Provident
Bookstores and Choices Christian
Books and Gifts. Tickets also can
be purchased by phone at 1-800-9- 65-9324
or online at www.itick-ets.co- m
or
Wooster Symphony Orchestra begins its 86th season
Eliza Cramer
Staff Writer
The second-olde- st continuously
operating symphony orchestra in
Ohio is preparing for the start of its
86th Season. The Wooster Symphony
Orchestra, founded in 1915, is comprised
of more than 60 College of Wooster stu-
dents, faculty and community members,
which can come from both Wooster and
the surrounding areas. WSO performs
four regular concerts a season, most of
which occur at McGaw Chapel. Directed
by Dr. Jeff Lindberg, associate professor
of music at the College of Wooster, the
Orchestra's repertoire spans a wide range
with pieces from the baroque period to
the contemporary.
The Symphony Orchestra will open the
2001-200- 2 season with a concert on
Sunday at 4 p.m. in McGaw Chapel. "The
... season will be highlighted by an inter-
esting combination of well-kno- wn stan-
dard orchestra works, said Lindberg.
Beethoven's Symphony No. 7 in A Major,
Brahms' First Symphony and
Tchaikovsky's Fourth Symphony will all
be performed. Living composers are also
included in the program. WSO will fea-
ture composers David Baker, from
Indiana University, Frederick Koch and
Wooster's own Jack Gallagher and his
piece entitled,
Crepuscule.
"We also have a
very talented
group of soloists
joining us, violist
Renate Falkner,
pianist Coren
Estrin Kleve and
the legendary bari-
tone William
Warfield," said-Lindber- g.
Falkner,
a Wooster native
and daughter of
Dean of the
Faculty Thomas
Falkner, will be the
featured soloist in
the concert. While
in high school.
Photo by Lahrtn Koucky
Craig Steiner '04, Katie Frato '05 and Amanda Trenton '05, members
of the Wooster Symphony Orchestra, at rehearsal last night.
Falkner played in the Cleveland Youth
Orchestra, in addition to her membership
with the Wooster Symphony. She
received degrees in both music and
ancient Greek from Oberlin College and
Conservatory. Most recently, she com-
pleted a master's degree in viola per-
formance at the Yale Conservatory of
Music. Currently, she is a member of the
New Haven Symphony Orchestra.
During her appearance with the WSO
she will be performing William Walton's
Viola Concerto.
On Friday, Dec. 7 at 8: 15 p.m. the WSO
will perform a holiday concert with the
Concord Singers, the Cantate Singers and
vocalist Jane Rackley '02. Richard Figge,
a professor of German, will join the fea-
tured guests by narrating the concert.
Sunday, Feb. 17 will feature the WSO
performing Tchaikovsky's Fifth Symphony
at 8:15 p.m. in McGaw Chapel. Guest
pianist Coren Estrin Kleve will accompa-
ny the Symphony Orchestra on pieces
such as, Over the Hills and Far Away, by
Grainger, and Koch's Concertino for
Piano and Orchestra, along with
Tchaikovsky's Symphony No. 5 in E
Minor, Op. 64.
Two specialized concerts include a con-
cert on Jan. 17 in Gault Recital Hall in the
Scheide Music Center. This free chamber
concert will feature violinist Robyn
Kocher '02, oboist Emily Rainey '02 and
community member, cellist Terry Ling.
These talented musicians will accom-
pany the WSO on pieces by Dvorak,
Mozart and Martini. The second
highlight concert, "A Children's
Concert," will be directed toward young
aspiring musicians and will take place on
Thursday, Feb. 21, 2002 at 12:30 p.m. in
McGaw Chapel.
The WSO and the Wooster Jazz
Ensemble provide three season ticket
options to patrons. All symphony contrib-
utors are recognized in each concert pro-
gram. Tickets are free for College of
Wooster students.
Lindberg is enthusiastic about this
upcoming season. "This year's Wooster
Symphony is probably the finest orches-
tra I've conducted here at the College," he
said. "Much of the repertoire that I've
chosen is very challenging, and it will be
very rewarding to hear the group perform
such an engaging and varied program."
"Monsters Inc." cashes in on screamin' good time
Nia Indeucato
Staff Writer
As the latest movie from Pixar,
the creators of the "Toy Story"
movies, "Monsters Inc." was met
with high expectations.
Fortunately, it not only met these
expectations, it exceeded them.
"Monsters Inc. is the tale of
Sully and Mike, two monsters that
work for Monsters Inc., a kind
of power plant for the monster
world. In the monster world,
things are not powered by gas or
electricity, but by children's
screams.
Sully is Monsters Inc.'s top
scarer and is about to break the
all-ti- me scare record when some-
thing happens that could ruin his
whole career. That something is
Boo, a small child who finds her
way through her closet and into
the world of the monsters. Sully
and Mike soon find themselves
stuck caring for Boo, who, as a
human child, is considered by
most monsters to be extremely
dangerous even deadly.
Sully and Mike must not only
hide the child from the public, but
they must also get her back into
her bed safe and sound without
anyone noticing. But there are sin-
ister plots involved in Bod's
appearance, and this proves to be
easier, said than done. The journey
to the goal is packed with many
funny jokes and lots of laughter.
One of the best parts of the
movie was the writing. The script
was extraordinarily well written.
It had a good mix of humor, seri-
ousness, wit and sadness. The
jokes were well thought out and
well delivered, thanks to excellent
animation and excellent vocal tal-
ents, such as Billy Crystal as
Mike, and John Goodman as
Sully. The movie also had a good
flow to it There were no dull
moments or lulls in the plot It
was well produced all around.
The other spectacular thing
about the movie was the charac-
terization. "Monsters Inc." was
just one of those movies in which
you can't help but fall in love
with the characters. They are
so lovable, especially Boo,
who leaves such a lasting
impression that you should not
be surprised if you find your-
self saying things like, "boo,"
"kitty," "lookit" or "Mike
Wazowski" several days later. The
animators really did a good job of
capturing how small children act
and the mannerisms they display.
The animation is another thing
worth noting - it was excellent
The .computer graphics pro-
grams are becoming more and
more advanced. The opening
credit sequence was also
enjoyable. It was very colorful
and catchy - reminiscent of the
days of "Aristocats," with the
moving letters and jumbled ani-
mation that comes together to
form names and tides.
"For the Birds," the animated
short before the movie, was a
great addition too. It was creative
and funny, and in my opinion the
best of the Pixar shorts to date. It
served as a nice transition from
the previews to the movie, giving
the children in the audience a
minute or two to focus and shift
their attentions to the wide screen.
The only negative things that
could be said about the movie are
very minor. The main thing is the
length of the movie, which was
a bit long for some of the
smaller children in the theater.
I could tell that near the end
there was quite a bit of rest-
lessness around me. However, I
think this could be solved by not
having twenty minutes of trailers
before the film.
Also, there are some sad parts
in the movie that could make
some of the more sensitive chil-
dren cry. There is also die fact that
it is a kid's movie, and though the
creators did do a great job of mak-
ing it entertaining for all, it is still
geared more towards children
than adults.
On the whole, . however,
"Monsters Inc." is an excellent
movie. It is well worth the time
and money you spend to see it.
For a good laugh over this
Thanksgiving vacation, or for
a break from the rigors of col-
lege life, "Monsters Inc." is a def-
inite must-se- e.
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Alexander rushes for 266 yards
Seattle Seahawks running back Shaun Alexander ran for 266
yards against the Raiders this past Sunday, setting a Seattle record
and putting him fourth on the all-ti- me best single-gam-e rushing per-
formance list The Raiders (6-- 2) had a five game winning streak
broken with the 2-- 34 loss, which put Seatde at 4-- 4.
Alexander, a second year back out of Alabama, is a replacement
for Rickey Watters, and will probably keep his starting position after
four 100-pl- us rushing games since Sept 30th. The highlight of the
night was an 88-ya- rd run, also a team record and rare for a non-bli- tz
situation, that broke open a 20-2- 0 game in the third quarter.
"I think like that,' Alexander said. "1 dream so big. I think big
w tth everything. I lis career, and his ego, may or e day join the likes
of O.J. Simpson, Waher Faton and Corey Dillon; he came within
12 yards of topping them all. Alexander also scored three
Managers of the Year named
Lou Piniella of the Seattle Mariners and Larry Bowa of the
Philadelphia Phillies were the decisive winners of the AL and NL
Manager of the Year competition this year.
Piniella led the Mariners to a record-tyin- g 116 wins this season,
and Bowa kept the Phillies in contention with the Braves in the NL
East until the final weak of the season. Bowa. who was the third
base coach for the Mariners last year under Piniella, credits his great
season to his former boss.
"I've probably leaned more from Lou than all the people I've
been around," he said after the ceremony. Piniella won with 22 out
of 26 first place votes. Bowa with 1 8 first place votes and six sec-
onds. In other MLB awards. Randy Johnson won a much deserved
third straight Cy-You- ng award, and Albert Pujols and Ichiro Suzuki
won Rookie of the Year awards in the NL and AL, respectively.
--Briefs compiled by Josh Pantesco
with information from espn.com
"Kids love me.
They just don't believe
that I'm not him. "
Lee Kealon,
a Michael Jordan
. DOPPELG ANGER,
ON ESPN.COM
Swimming
Jesny Nicol
Staff Writer
The Wooster swim teams
returned home from the
Allegheny Invitational this week-
end after two days of strong per-
formances. The women's team
posted victories both days, plac-
ing first out of four teams in the
sprint meet on Friday, and then
outscoring second place
Allegheny by 600 points in the
distance meet Saturday.
The Wooster men split the week-
end, winning on Friday by 2.5
points, then placing third as a result
of a disqualification on Saturday.
The women's team showed its
depth by winning six out of seven
events on both Friday and
Saturday. The sprint meet was
highlighted by two national quali-
fying swims and four Allegheny
Invitational records.
Jenny Bayuk '03 set an invite
record and a national qualifying
time in the 100 breaststroke with a
time of 1:08.06. Liz Whittam '05
improved her national. cut in the
200 individual medley and set an
invite record with a time of
2:10.49. Bayuk and Whittam were
joined by Kayla Heising '04 and
Sophie Brym '05 to round out the
200 medley relay, which placed
first and set a meet record with a
time of 1 :5 1 .70. The 200 freestyle
relay of Whittam, Brym, Heising
and Kate Henley '05 also placed
No 15
XC finishes in mid-fiel- d at meet
Megan Eberts .
Staff Writer
The Scot cross country teams
traveled to Kalamazoo, Mich., on
Saturday to compete in the NCAA
Division III regional champi-
onships. The men's team finished
seventh of 31 teams, with a total
of 248 points. The women's team
finished 1 8th of 27 teams, with a
total of 436 points. The course
was relatively flat, and the air a
little chilly.
Brendan Callahan '03 led
Wooster with a 15th place finish,
and a time of 26:06 for eight kilo-
meters. Callahan also qualified for
the national competition, to be
held in Illinois this weekend.
places at Allegheny
first with a record time of 1 :40. 17.
On Saturday, the women con-
tinued their dominating perform-
ances. The Scots swept the 400
individual medley in finals
Saturday night, placing first
through seventh in the event.
Whittam turned in a national qual-
ifying time in the event, winning
with a time of 4:42.50. Another
meet record was set by the 800
freestyle relay of Brym, Whittam,
Lori Mitskavich '02 and Sonya
Tarasenkov '04 (8:12.98). In addi-
tion, Jody Bray '04 finished first
in the 1650 freestyle (18:44.21),
and diver Sara Connolly '02 won
the three meter diving.
Other strong events on Saturday
included first, second and third
place Scot swims in the 200
breaststroke and backstroke. The
breaststroke sweep was led by
Bayuk (2:30. 1 1 ), followed by Bern
Starling '02 (2:30.13) and Whittam
(2:34.15). Whittam led the backstroke
(2: 17.05), followed by Jen Jenkins '04
(2:20.37) and Elizabeth Roesch
'05 (2:20.89).
"The women had an outstanding
weekend at Allegheny," said Head
Coach Keith Beckett "They dom-
inated competition in both the
sprint and distance invitational.
Saturday's final score of 948 was
the highest point total ever for us
and for any team at this meet. We
had a series of exceptional swims
and got to display our depth in a
number of diferent events."
"I was very excited to qualify,"
he said. "I basically did what I
expected to do at regionals."
Marty Coppola 02 (26:57) and
Jared Rhode '03 (27.00) ran strong to
finish 44th and 47th. respectively.
Chris Bender '05 welcomed his
first taste of collegiate regional com-
petition with a 70th place finish, in a
time of 27:26. Evan McDaniel '02
completed the scoring squad for
Wooster with a 78th place finish in
27:37. Matt Linman '05 (27:58),
and Matt Trent '03 (28:00), fin-
ished out their competitive sea-
sons, placing 101st and 103rd.
"The competition was pretty
good all the way around," said
McDaniel. "Everyone raced hard.
The Wooster men's team also
had a successful weekend at
Allegheny. On Friday, the men
turned in victories in a number of
events, culminating in a first place
finish in the 200 freestyle relay of
Mike Moore '04, Curtis Wolfe
'04, Eric Knauss '02 and Clint
Nicely '05 (1:30.81) that clinched
the win on Friday. Wolfe went on
to win the 100 freestyle in a time
of 49.23.
On Saturday, Jim Gilchrist '04
finished first in the 500 freestyle
(5:02.53) and second in the 400
individual medley (4:28.83).
Kevin Wolfe '05 had second place
finishes in the 200 butterfly
(2:11.31) and 200 backstroke
(2:08.45) and Mike Durik '04
placed second in the 1650
freestyle (18:22.10). Adam Yack
'04 also made strong contributions
in the 500 freestyle and 200 but-
terfly, placing sixth in both events.
"The men's team swam with
talent and depth to accumulate
enough points for a second place
finish, but had points nullified due
to a swimmer in a relay entering
the water before the conclusion of
the competition," Beckett said.
"I was very happy with the
men's team performance," he
said. "All the men in the lineup con-
tributed to the win on Friday, and I
think the shock of that win over
Allegheny. Grove City and
Geneseo helped fuel the strong
swims on Saturday."
and emotions were intense."
The Scots were led by Jennie
Stockdale '05, who placed 62nd in a
time of 19:39. Karina Colbenson '04
ran a personal record time of 19:52, to
finish 74th. Tiffany White '05
(20:12) and Coleen Call '04
(20:14) pushed each other along
to 95th and 96th place respective
finishes. Lisa MiniCh '02 finished
out her cross-count- ry career with
a 125th place finish in 20:36.
Devon Herl '03 turned in a 154th
place finish in 21:06. Erin Herl
'05 battled the regional competi-
tion to finish 198th in 24:05.
The Scots are now entering their off-
season, and will soon be preparing
for indoor track and field.
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Jones rushes for 1 70 yards in victory over Terriers
Ben Mitchell
Sports Editor
After suffering a tough loss to
Allegheny last weekend, the Scot
football team rebounded with a
decisive victory versus Hiram on
Saturday. The 28-1- 0 victory was
a special one for the seniors, play-
ing their final game at John P.
Papp Stadium.
"We've just gotten tired of get-
ting kicked in the head," said
defensive end Todd Worly "03.
"Against Hiram all phases of the
game seemed to come together."
On this day the squad was led
bv Scott Jones '03, who carried
the ball 26 times for 170 yards and
two touchdowns. Wooster has
stayed committed to the running
game all season, and it paid off
this game as the team totaled 239
yards on the ground.
Justin Alaburda '04 also con-
tributed a strong performance fill-
ing in for still-injur- ed captain Jeff
Spraggins '03. Alaburda complet-
ed 12-of-- 21 passes for 123 yards.
He also ran five times for 45
yards, highlighted by a 23-ya- rd
touchdown run at the end of the
second quarter, shifting the
momentum the Scots' way.
Prior to Alaburda's run it
appeared the Terriers would have
Basketball madness
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Last Saturday night Late-Nig- ht Madness took place in Timken
Gymnasium. It was a rollicking time, showcasing the men's basketball
team, the Personal Foul dance team, and an abundance ofprizes.
the lead going into the second half
as they had taken a 1 0-- 7 lead with
2:36 left in the first half.
But the second half belonged to
Wooster, as they outgained Hiram
208-9- 0 led by Jones' 103 rushing
yards and two scores. The Scots
started the third quarter with a
grinding ball control drive finish-
ing with a four-yar- d touchdown
run, and eating up 5:35 of the
clock.
"This drive really took the wind
out of their sails, and the game
was pretty much over from there,"
said center Seth Kerechanin '03.
Wooster continued to work the
clock on offense and came up
with the plays they needed defen-
sively to preserve the win. Hiram
drove down to the Scot five-yar- d
line with eight minutes to go, but
a sack by Nick Hajjar '03. fol-
lowed by a pass deflection from
Kevin Rooker '04, ended the
Terrier threat.
Chris.Cabot '02 played his final
game in front of the home crowd,
reeling in eight catches for 72
yurds. Classmate Darryl Simmons
"02 had two catches for 28 yards
and caught a touchdown in his
final home game.
Overall, Wooster finished with
362 total offensive yards to
Hiram's 282. Defensively, Hajjar
led the Scots with a sack, an inter-
ception, one pass deflection, and
5.5 tackles. Hajjar also ran back
two kickoffs for 74 yards, one of
0;
0.
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Darryl Simmons '02 hauls in a pass in Saturday 's game.
which was a 52-ya- rd return.
"It was really nice for the 13
seniors to get a win in their final
home game," said Kerechanin.
The Scots wrap up the 2001
campaign this Saturday at Grove
City College.
"This is our last chance to prove
that we are a better team than peo-
ple think." said Worly. "'Wooster
football is still alive and
kickin"."
EMPOWER now accepting donations for the
BJ.S.H. O.P.'S P.L.EA. silent auction
'
:
.
TTtes9 Dec, 49 in Lowry Cinfer'.
For more info contact Katie Boin ext. 7068
Frismiltes - Someifes - Qlmm -- vStydlsirf dryps .
Earn $1 ,000-$2,00- 0 this semester with the easy
Campusfundraiser.com three hour fundraising event.
Does not involve credit card applications.
Fundraising dates are filling quickly, so call today!
Contact Campusfundraiser.com at (888) 923-323- 8,
or visit www.campusfundraiser.com
Sports
D.AS SllORTRIDCE
Sesior Writer
A confident and seasoned
women's basketball squad will
enter the fray this weekend at the
Carnegie Mellon Tournament,
working to redeem their last sea-
son's bottom-of-lhe-barr- el standing.
The crew has 14 returning let-terwinn- ers
this year, including
nine juniors and seniors. Head
Coach Lisa Campanell Komara
said those returnees will add the
.
experience that was desperately
needed last season.
"Last year, we had an identity
crisis." she said. "This year we
should be able to reach our goals."
Those goals, however improba-
ble, include rising back up to the
NCAC's top four slot, Campanell
Komara said. "Anything more than
that would be icing on the cake."
Observers say that'll be a tough
challenge. The women came in
seventh out of eight teams in
Football
Nov. 17 at Grove
City
Wednesday's p re-seas- on NCAC
media poll predictions.
The team's quad squad of Nara
DeJesus, Michaelyn Brunner and
Courtney Davison '03s and Kerri
Horst '04 will be key to Wooster's
success this year.
DeJesus, a two-tim- e all-confere- nce
player, will be counted on to
repeat her performance as the
team's points leader. Brunner.
Davison and Horst will form the
backcourt trio, with Horst as the
team's main defender.
"Nara's role will be to lead us in
scoring and rebounding again like
she has." Campanell Komara said.
"And I'm hoping some other play-
ers will step up."
The team also needs to fill the
shoes of Morgan Ramsdell '01, a
key " shooter and rebounder.
Campanell Komara said that start-
ing role will likely be filled by
Kristen Rice '03, a block-sh- ot
master who can team with
DeJesus in the frontcourt.
Men's Basketball .
Nov. 16-1- 7 Al Van Wie
Rotary Classic
Megan Hogue '02, a co-capta- in
with Horst, will also be called on
as one of the Scots' top passers in
the backcourt.
Sarah Moorhouse '03, currently
studying abroad, will join the
team in late December as a guard,
joining Jodie - Massie, Lindsey
Schaaf. Jen Flavin and Abby
Cook '04s.
Other players who' could see
more
.
playing time include
Suzanne Lucas '03 and Jessica
Merritt '03.
Christine Janke '05 and Alexis
Louttit '05 also could be chal-
lengers in the frontcourt.
Wooster faces Albright this
weekend at the Carnegie tourney
in Pittsburgh, and then continue
their roadwork taking on Lake
Erie, Earl ham and Hiram.
The team's' first home game
will take place Dec. 8 when
Wooster hosts the Nan Nichols
Tournament, named after the for-
mer Wooster coach.
GO
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Editor: Ben Mitchell
Men's basketball looks to take first in season
Ass Raymosd
EbnvK-Is-CHiE- F
If nothing else, the men's bas-
ketball team has everyone in the
North Coast Athletic Conference,
from the coaches to the media,
betting that the Scots are going to
be dominant this season. Wooster
was picked to finish first in both
the coaches' poll and the media
poll at the NCAC Winter Sports
Day.
"We have just about everybody
back, so we have a good nucleus,"
said Bryan Nelson '04, a presea-
son Ail-Americ- an selection.
The Scots are not going to shy
away from their position, either.
Co-Capta- in Antwyan Reynolds
'02 said, "As a player, that is
where you want to be. You want to
be number one, but you have to
realize what comes with that --We
have a bull's-ey-e on us and teams
are going to think they can make
their season by beating us."
Reynolds and Brian Carlisle
'02, as co-captai- ns, will look to
lead the Scots to another success-
ful season, including the NCAC
regular season title as well as to
uphold last year's NCAC tourna-
ment title.
Ryan Snyder '04, said, "That is
our goal every year, to win both
the tournament and the regular
season NCAC titles."
The Scots will also look to con-
tinue their streak of NCAA
Division III tournament appear-
ances to eight this year.
Snyder rejoins the team after
transferring to Kent State
University last year. He will play
in the backcourt along side of
Reynolds, Rodney Mitchell '04
and Matt Smith '03.
Carlisle will head up the front
court effort for the Scots, accom-
panied by Nelson and Randy
Sistrunk '04.
This season the Scots will need
solid production from younger
players to help out the foundation
of returning players. "We have
some guys who know what it takes
Women's squad has high hopes
Basketball team starts season at Carnegie Mellon
to get the job done," Sistrunk said,
"And we have a lot of new guys
who can come in and contribute."
Wooster has been practicing for
over a month and is now ready for
some game action to get the
younger players some experience.
"We have a lot of freshmen in the
post that need the experience,
practice just won't do it for them,"
Nelson said.
In addition to the younger play-
ers needing game experience, the
Scots are aware that they need to
work on rebounding and not turn-
ing the ball over.
"Turning the ball over and
rebounding are two areas we need
to work on as a basketball team,"
Nelson said.
The Scots, though, are ready to
take on the challenges that this
season's schedule presents. "Every
year, since I have been here, the
seniors have done a good job of
getting the underclassmen pumped
up for the season," Smith said.
The Scots start their 2001 --
2002 season this weekend when
they host the Al Van Wie Classic.
Friday night Wooster plays the
University of Pittsburgh-Bradfor- d
at 7:30 p.m. after Randolph-Maco- n
College and the University
of St. Thomas (Minn.) tip off the
Classic at 5:30 p.m. The champi-
onship game , will be played
Saturday night at 7:30 p.m.
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Nara DeJesus '03 shoots a free throw in a game last season.
Women's Basketball
Nov. 16-1- 7 at Carnegie
Mellon Tournament
Nov. 20 vs. Earlham
Swimming & Diving
Nov. 17 at John
Carroll
